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Сoncept

The concept of identity is based on the idea of reverse perspective. When objects distant from the
viewer, they do not narrow, but infinitely expand. The visual style of Everscale develops and supports
the idea of infinite multiplication with repetitive and scalable elements.
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New logo

We fixed the imbalance issue by visually aligning the sign to the center of the font part, reducing it in
size and adding padding between the sign and the font part so that the logo looks lighter and there is
a sense of an arrow in motion. The font part begins with a capital letter. Now the logo looks more
coherent and visually balanced
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Logo. Main components
Icon, safe zone:

Logo, safe zone:

The horizontal version of the logo is the official version and must be used on all materials and media.
The logo is used in the upper left corner or in the center of the format. The logo is not used in the
bottom corners of the format. 
Preferably, the icon is located in the upper corner of the format.
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Logo. Positive
Main icon:

Main logo:

Secondary white icon:

Secondary white logo:

You should always try to use the positive (main) version of the logo. The badge should remain
violet in both positive and negative versions of the logo. This ensures that the logo is recognizable.
The text mark should be white on a dark background. 
Avoid using the logo on a plain, bright background. If this is difficult, use the black and white
monochrome version for clarity. It was designed for visually overloaded layouts, informational
layouts, or for technical system documents.
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Logo. Negative
Main icon:

Inverted logo:

Secondary black icon:

Secondary black logo:

You can use the negative (inverted) version of the logo.The badge should remain violet in both
positive and negative versions of the logo. This ensures that the logo is recognizable. The text
mark should be black on a light background. 
Avoid using the logo on a plain, bright background. If this is difficult, use the black and white
monochrome version for clarity. It was designed for visually overloaded layouts, informational
layouts, or for technical system documents.
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Badges
Main square badge:

Main round badge (optional):

Secondary square badge:

Secondary round badge:

The square icon is the main one. In addition, it is used as avatar and favicon in formats limited to
a square or round shape. This is a complete list of all options. There are no other options.
*

The border of the element is shown in green. Icon and logo with black background must be used without the green outline.
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System of signs and icons
Signs and icons are outlined:

website 
starter pack

social

medias

additional 
pack

The icon system is based on the shape and geometry of the Everscale sign.  
Key characteristics: right angles, simplicity, geometry. Possible options are outline or fill (only
within the Everscale identity palette).  
Each icon is unique and suits a specific direction/function. It cannot be reused for other functions. 
Icons can be used as a basis for illustrations.
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Color palette
Primary colour: Violet

Violet 
rgb: 99, 71, 245 
hex: #6347F5

Primary palette:

Light yellow 
rgb: 255, 255, 174 
hex: #FFFFAE

Dark yellow 
rgb: 255, 214, 136 
hex: #FFD688

Orange 
rgb: 255, 105, 34 
hex: #FF6922

The color palette is stretched from light yellow to dark blue. Fiery orange to the galactic highway  
with multiple color accents to better represent technology, speed and openness to innovation. 
The color styles are saved in the Figma project system.

Violet 
rgb: 99, 71, 245 
hex: #6347F5

Dark blue 
rgb: 33, 15, 183 
hex: #210FB7
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Color gradient
Primary gradient: Bright

Bright

#6347F5

#FF6922

Additionally gradient: Dark blue

Dark blue

#210FB7

#00000

Gradients should be used only as a background for mini-posts and covers. Using this method
provides a lot of readability and makes a design clean and pleasing.
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